Phylogenetic Analysis of Spike and Envelope Proteins for a Number of Bat Coronaviruses for Understanding the Hypothesis of Possible Origin for the Novel 2019-nCoV
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ABSTRACT
Coronavirus Disease 19 (COVID-19) emergence reveals globally a great health issue and due to the limited information and knowledge on the origin of this novel coronavirus 2019 (2019-nCoV). Therefore, this study aims to investigate the evolution and analysis of molecular epidemiology for both Spike and Envelope proteins of 20 available complete genome sequences of different bat coronaviruses including 2019-nCoV in order to find out which type of bat coronaviruses is more likely to be the origin of this new 2019-nCoV and also multiple amino acid sequences of Envelope protein for all bat coronaviruses were aligned for the purpose of finding the greater probability of novel 2019-nCoV original host among bat coronaviruses. Phylogenetic tree analysis for Spike protein revealed that all 2019-nCoV related coronaviruses isolated from these species of species are discovered in China and Hong Kong and the Middle East bat are less likely to contribute in spreading or to become the origin of 2019-nCoV and all coronaviruses that from Hong Kong and China are located into one clade next to the clade that contains 2019-nCoV coronaviruses which indicates that this group of coronaviruses are genetically different for 2019-nCoV; moreover, Hong Kong and USA bat coronaviruses does not contain the bat coronavirus from China and are located into
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one clade far from the clade that contains 2019-nCoV indicates that all coronaviruses are genetically very different from 2019-nCoV, and USA bat coronavirus may has no role in generating of 2019-nCoV. The phylogenetic trees analysis of Envelope protein showed that Envelope protein of different coronaviruses are more similar in comparison to Spike protein. USA bat coronavirus has a relatively closeness relationship to 2019-nCoV. Furthermore, Envelope protein alignment showed the closely related amino acid sequence which confirms that the outcomes of phylogenetic tree analysis in which that these bat coronaviruses have genetically close relationship together and more interestingly amino acid sequence (MG772934.1) shows 100% identity with the amino acid sequence of 2019-nCoV (NC 045512.2) and the same virus has a close relationship in both Spike and Envelope due to that in both phylogenetic tree analysis are neighbored with 2019-nCoV in the same clade.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During late period in December 2019, the Chinese authority was announced epidemic outbarking of the novel severe acute respiratory syndrome like pneumonia, later on the name of Coronavirus Infectious Disease 19 (COVID-19) is known by World Health Organization (WHO) is named as Coronavirus Infection Disease 19 (COVID-19) that revealed a global alert as the most transmissible and infectious disease. The Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV2) was considered as zoonotic diseases which is thought to be transmitted from Bat and Pangolin (intermediate host). Subsequently, it was firstly observed that the wet seafood in the Wuhan city market of China caused the infection to human and also the transmission of the infection between humans was confirmed in early days during its spread [1,2]. The discovery of the novel SARS-CoV in 2003 was identified as a causative agent for the outbreak of SARS [1-3]. In Wuhan city of China, there has been a record of cases of severe acute lung inflammation, and this infection was caused because of the new coronavirus (2019-nCoV) emergence and responsible for causing acute human respiratory infections. A number of different pneumonia cases of undefined origin related to permanence have been reported in the Wuhan seafood markets since the beginning of this viral infection [2-4]. The 2019-nCoV belongs to subfamily of Orthocoronavirinae, which has the distinctness of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV [4,5]. Until present, the global confirmation of the total of 19,936,210 respiratory infection cases has been reported, and mortality is 732,499 [6,7]. The pandemic outbreak of 2019-nCoV is contributed by the zoonotic transmission; for instance, a high number of infected people in China stated a visiting in November to Wuhan seafood markets. In the recent time, research evidence has been reported that this new coronavirus can be transmitted from animals to human and transmission among humans themselves [7,8]. Furthermore, most transmission of SARS between medical intensive care staff was in fact related with the respiratory air droplets of suffered people from the infection [9]. Moreover, in China the COVID-19 cases raise and high death rate are likely because of health care system failing, that involves the enhancement and education of public to practice protection interventions, including keeping social distance and restrictions of movement [10]. In an epidemiological investigation, it has been revealed that this 2019-nCoV has the ability in causing the infection in age groups and in a variety of different geographical places [11] and it has been showed that the transmission of disease can be directly and indirectly through contaminated materials [12]. As it is observed in COVID-19 patients, there are a different response of the patient to the infection that ranges from lack of symptoms to severe lung infection and such as conditions were observed too in the Middle East with MERS outbreaks [12,13].
Prompt techniques of identification and quarantine and patients have taken a consideration as the distinctive feature during the preliminary phases of infection control and management of the novel viral pandemic outbreak. Moreover, the estimation of genetic variability for the novel coronavirus 2019-nCoV and its rate of evolution, and phylogenetic analysis poses the important findings for understanding the progression of infection, discovery of antiviral treatment, and vaccine development. This study aims to perform the phylogenetic trees analysis of both Spike and Envelope protein for a number of selected bat coronaviruses including 2019-nCoV created by using the 20 available complete genome sequences of bat coronaviruses including the 2019-nCoV in order to find out which type of bat coronaviruses have the relative closeness relationship with the 2019-nCoV and could has the possibility to be the origin the 2019-nCoV and finally Envelope protein amino acid alignment were performed for the selected bat coronaviruses in order to understand and find out the possible real origin of this new human coronavirus (2019-nCoV).

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

20 available complete genome sequences for a number of bat coronaviruses and the novel human coronavirus (2019-nCoV) downloaded from GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/), (EF203067.1 Bat/HKU2/CHN/2006, EF203065.1 Bat/CHN/2006, EF203064.1 Bat-HKU2/GD/CHN/2006, NC 009988.1 Bat/HKU2/CHN/2007, MF370205.1 Rhinolophus bat/HKU2/Guangdong/CHN/2017, JQ989271.1 Rousettus bat/HKU10/CHN/2005, JQ989271.1 Rousettus bat/HKU10/CHN/2012, NC 030886.1 Rousettus bat/CHN/2016, NC 762337.1 Rousettus bat/CHN/2018, NC 030886.1 Rousettus bat/Beijing/CHN/2018, NC 009021.1 Bat/HKU9-1/CHN/2007, MG762674.1 Rousettus bat/HKU9/Jinghong/CHN/2009, NM211101.1 Bat/HKU-9-10-2/CHN/2010, NC 022102.1 Bat-CDPHE15/USA/2006, NC 05512.2 COVID-19/Wuhan-Hu-1/CHN/2019, MG 772934.1 Bat SARS-like coronavirus isolate bat-SL-CoVZXC21/CHN/2020, KY417146.1 Bat SARS-like coronavirus isolate Rs4231/CHN/2016, MK211376.1 Coronavirus BtRs-BetaCoV/YN2018B/CHN/2018, DQ648857.1 Bat coronavirus BtCoV/279/CHN/2005 and DQ022305.2 Bat SARS coronavirus HKU3/1/HK/CHN/2005). Similarity percentage identified using basic local alignment search tools (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). Duplicated and very similar sequences excluded from the datasets. Sample size is 20 sequences and aligned using multiple sequence alignment tool and manually edited using BioEdit program v7.0.5. [14]. The analyses of protein sequences was performed by Maximum likelihood (ML) methods due to its importance for estimating the hypotheses of different phylogenetic through calculation of the given model probability evolution that generated from the available information. Likelihood ratio test used for comparison of the nested models probabilities. The construction of ML tree was performed by generalized time-reversible plus gamma distribution and MEGA-X was used as evolutionary model for invariant sites (+G+I) [15]. Also, full amino acid sequence length for envelope of different selected bat coronaviruses including the 2019-nCoV aligned using multiple sequence alignment tool (MEGAX) and Clustal W alignment [15].

3. RESULTS

For understanding different coronaviruses origin which including the 2019nCoV, 20 available entire sequences of amino acids of bat coronaviruses were studies via phylogenetical analysis and Clustal W alignment. As it is clarified in (Figures 1 and 2); isolated coronaviruses from bat and all bat coronaviruses clade in separated cluster groups (Figure 1A, B and C), but all 2019-nCoV related coronaviruses are located in one group.

Spike Protein

All bat coronavirus sequences used in this study are obtained from different countries (Hong Kong, China, Egypt, and Africa) from different species of bat. All bat coronaviruses analysed are divided into three large groups (Figure 1A, B, C). For group A, the 2019-nCoV of human can be seen gathered with many other isolated coronaviruses from different bat species. As it is seen in cluster A (Figure 1 A), all different bat-coronaviruses observed that cluster together and have very close relationship with 2019-nCoV. Different species of bat which are carrier for different coronavirus strains are Rousettus bat (Fruit bat), bat-HKU9-10 strain, bat-SL-CoVZXC21, BtRs-BetaCoV/YN2018B, Rhinolophus bat. It is clear that all the 2019-nCoV related coronaviruses isolated from these species of bat are discovered in the mainland of...
China and Hong Kong. There are fruit bats (Rousettus bat) in Africa and Middle East but none of them are clustered in group A; Therefore, the Middle East bat are less likely to contribute in spreading or to become the origin of 2019-nCoV.

For Group B, it contains a smaller number of different bat coronaviruses. Coronaviruses; Bat-coronavirus BtCoV/279, Bat-SARS coronavirus HKU3, and Bat SARS-like coronavirus isolate Rs4231 are claded with each other. All bat-coronaviruses of this group come from bats of Hong Kong and China isolated in different regions of China revealed in clade next to clade that contains 2019-nCoV coronaviruses. Therefore, this group collected all coronaviruses that genetically are different from 2019-nCoV.

Group C possess seven different bat-coronaviruses. In this group, coronavirus; Bat coronavirus come from bat of Hong Kong and USA but it does not contain the bats from China. Coronaviruses of this group are located into one clade far from the clade that contains 2019-nCoV coronaviruses. Therefore this group collected all coronaviruses that genetically are very different from 2019-nCoV and USA coronavirus isolated from bat may not has a role in generating of the 2019-nCoV.

Figure 1: Phylogenetic tree analysis of Spike protein for a number of common bat-coronaviruses including 2019-nCoV. Phylogenetic tree was created by using Maximum Likelihood Method with PhyML and TreeDyn (www.phylogeny.fr). MUSCLE was applied for Protein domain sequences alignments

Envelope Protein

Envelope amino acid sequences of bat coronaviruses downloaded from NCBI which originated from different species of bat in different countries. The whole bat-coronaviruses including 2019-nCoV are located in two different groups of clusters (Figure 2 A, B). In group A, all bat coronaviruses that clustered in this group are genetically far from the group that gathered in the clade that containing the 2019-nCoV. Group B possess seven different bat- coronaviruses in China and USA. This group is composed of two sub clades. One clades contains more genetically relates coronaviruses but all are isolated from China and Hong Kong, and the second sub clade contains coronaviruses of bat that found in USA. It shows that the Envelope protein of different coronaviruses are more stable and more similar in comparison to Spike protein. In addition, USA coronavirus isolated from bat has relatively closeness related to the 2019-nCoV but it is located in different sub clade and its spike sequence is very different and very far from to be concluded that USA bat coronavirus is related to the spreading of the 2019-nCoV.
Figure 2: Phylogenetic tree analysis of Envelope protein for a number of common bat-coronaviruses including 2019-nCoV. Phylogenetic tree was created by using Maximum Likelihood Method with PhyML and TreeDyn (www.phylogeny.fr). MUSCLE was applied for Protein domain sequences alignments.

Multiple Amino Acid Sequence Alignments of Envelope Protein
The analysis of the multiple sequence alignments of the full length for Envelope amino acid between different bat coronaviruses and including the 2019-nCoV. The amino acid alignments showed that all bat coronaviruses (NC 045512.2, MG772934.1, KY417146.1, MK211376.1, DQ648857.1, and DQ022305.2) that clustered in group B (Figure 2) have a similarity in amino acid sequence except that two amino acid have mutated. This closely related amino acid sequence confirms that the results of phylogenetic tree analysis in which these bat coronaviruses have genetically a close relationship together. Interestingly, one of these amino acid sequences, (MG772934.1) is 100% identical with the amino acid sequence of the 2019n-CoV (NC 045512.2). The same virus has a close relationship in both Spike and Envelope amino acid sequence because in both phylogenetic tree analysis (Figure 1 and 2) are neighbored with the 2019n-CoV (NC 045512.2) in the same clade. Therefore, this bat coronavirus, Bat SARS-like-coronavirus isolate (bat-SL-CoVZXC21) has a greatest probability to be the origin of the 2019-nCoV which are found in China but this type of bat is not exist in Iraq.
4. DISCUSSION

Due to COVID-19 pandemic outbreak, it has crucially importance in understanding the epidemiological characteristics of the 2019nCoV. Therefore, this current investigation studies and aims to find out the more likely possible origin of the new 2019-nCoV by using analysis of phylogenetic relationship for different species of bat coronaviruses including the novel 2019-nCoV. To recognize the relationship between bat coronaviruses and 2019-nCoV coronavirus, The analysis and comparison between the complete genome sequences of Spike (S) and Envelope (E) proteins of 20 available bat coronaviruses of different types including the novel 2019-nCoV were throughout the analysis of phylogenetics (Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Spike protein phylogenetic tree analysis (Figures 1) illustrated that the 2019-nCoV in human can be seen gathered with many other different bat-coronaviruses. As it is observed in cluster A in (Figure 1 A) the whole different bat-coronaviruses are observed clustered together which have very close relationship with 2019-nCoV. Different species of bat which are carrier for different coronavirus strains are Rousettus bat, bat-HKU9-10 strain, bat-SL-CoVZXC21, BtRs-BetaCoV/YN2018B, Rhinolophus bat (Figure 1 B); therefore, It is clear that all the 2019-nCoV related coronaviruses isolated from these species of bat are discovered in the mainland of China and Hong Kong. There are fruit bats (Rousettus bat) in Africa and Middle East but none of them are clustered in group A; Therefore, the Middle East bat are less likely to contribute in spreading or to become the origin of 2019-nCoV [18,19,20,21]. Furthermore, bat coronavirus BtCoV/279, Bat-SARS-coronavirus HKU3, and Bat-SARS-like-coronavirus isolate Rs4231 are observed to each other in one clade. All bat-coronaviruses of this group come from bats of Hong Kong and USA but it does not contain the bats from China (Figure 1 C). Coronaviruses of this group are isolated into one clade far from the clade that contains 2019-nCoV coronaviruses. Therefore all collected coronaviruses are genetically very different from 2019-nCoV and USA bat coronavirus may not has a role in generating of the 2019-nCoV.

Spike protein phylogenetic analysis (Figures 1) illustrated all bat coronaviruses that clustered in group A are genetically far from the group that gathered in the clade that contains the 2019-nCoV (Figure 2 A). For group B, seven different bat-coronaviruses in China and USA are observed and it is composed of two sub clades. One clades contains more genetically relates coronaviruses but all are isolated from China and Hong Kong, and the second sub clade contains coronaviruses of bat that found in USA. It shows that the Envelope protein of different coronaviruses are more stable and more similar in comparison to Spike protein. In addition, USA coronavirus isolated from bat has relatively closeness related to the 2019-nCoV but it is located in different sub clade and its spike sequence is very different and very far from to be concluded that USA bat coronavirus is related to the spreading of the 2019-nCoV [18,19,20,21]. The multiple sequence alignments analysis of the full length amino acids for Envelope between different bat coronaviruses and including the 2019-nCoV. The amino acid alignments showed that all bat coronaviruses (NC 045512.2, MG772934.1, KY417146.1,
MK211376.1, DQ648857.1, and DQ022305.2) that clustered in group B (Figure 2) have a similarity in amino acid sequence except that two amino acid have mutated (Figure 3) [23, 24]. This closely related amino acid sequence confirms that the results of phylogenetic tree analysis in which that these bat coronaviruses have genetically a close relationship together. Interestingly, one of these amino acid sequences, (MG772934.1) is 100% identical with the amino acid sequence of the 2019n-CoV (NC 045512.2). The same virus has a close relationship in both Spike and Envelope amino acid sequence because in both phylogenetic tree analysis (Figure 1 and 2) are neighbored with the 2019n-CoV (NC 045512.2) in the same clade [25,26]. Therefore, this bat coronavirus, Bat-SARS-like-coronavirus isolate (bat-SL-CoVZX21) has a greatest probability to be the origin of the 2019-nCoV which are found in China but this type of bat is not exist in Iraq. The current outcomes have the comparability with many other international investigations findings [18,21,23,24].

5. CONCLUSION

The findings of this investigation alongside with other international research analysis, it clearly reveal that all the 2019-nCoV related coronaviruses isolated from Rousettus bat, bat-HKU9-10 strain, bat-SL-CoVZXC21, BrRs-BetaCoV/YN2018B, Rhinolophus bat are discovered in the mainland of China and Hong Kong and there are Rousettus bat in the Middle East is less likely to contribute in spreading or to become the origin of 2019-nCoV. Bat coronavirus BtCoV/279, Bat-SARS-coronavirus HKU3, and Bat-SARS-like-coronavirus isolate Rs4231are genetically very different from the novel 2019-nCoV and USA coronavirus bat may has no role in generating of the 2019-nCoV. Moreover, the Envelope protein of different coronaviruses are more similar in comparison to Spike protein. In addition, USA coronavirus isolated from bat has relatively closeness related to the 2019-nCoV but it is located in different sub clade and its spike sequence is very different and very far from to be concluded that USA bat coronavirus is related to the spreading of the 2019-nCoV. The outcome of this study aids in prediction and understand a possible origin of this new virus and importantly in the policy of infection control. Also, development of a subunit vaccine in improving the human immunity against COVID-19. Therefore, there is a requirement to identify the novel 2019-nCoV close relationship with other animal coronaviruses, the alignments of structural proteins of the 2019-nCoV and finally analysis of phylogenetics for the whole viral genome obtained in each geographical places.
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